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Statement of Recognition 

The Salvation Army and the Uniting Church in Australia acknowledge the Traditional Custodians 

of the lands and waters throughout Australia. We pay our respect to Elders, past, present and 

emerging, acknowledging their continuing relationship to this land and the ongoing living 

cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples across Australia. 
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Inquiry into the Working Holiday Maker Program  

 

Introduction  

The Salvation Army and the Uniting Church in Australia, Synod of Victoria and Tasmania, 

welcome the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s Inquiry into the Working Holiday 

Maker program.   

We would be happy to clarify or provide further information and would welcome further 

opportunities to consult with the Committee. This submission will address the following terms of 

reference:  

1. The purpose of the program including history, size, composition, eligibility, and reciprocal 

access for Australians and recent changes; 

5. The extent to which existing visa criteria and conditions related to Working Holiday 

Makers are still adequate and appropriate to address the purpose of this program, 

including cultural exchange and creating job opportunities for Australians; 

6. The extent to which the program can support economic recovery in regional Australia. 
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Exploitation of Working Holiday Makers 

This Inquiry’s terms of reference speak to the importance of and, indeed, the reliance of 

segments of Australia’s economy on the Working Holiday Maker Program (WHMP). The inquiry 

itself, which has been initiated as a result of the significant decrease in Working Holiday Makers 

(WHMs) resulting from the coronavirus, further speaks to this reliance.  

As such, the first matter the Committee should consider is whether the program can continue to 

be regarded strictly as a ‘cultural exchange’ program. In many respects, it is indeed a labour 

program on which key industries and regional communities rely, and has been increasingly so 

with visa extensions for those who spend the specified periods of time working where there is a 

shortage of labour supply.  

In its own inquiry into the WHMP in 2016, the Fair Work Ombudsman recognised tension 

between “the public policy intention of the 417 visa program as a ‘cultural exchange’ and the 

use of the visa program as a source of labour.’1 The increasing proportion of WHM visas (as 

well as student visas) within the migration system has been identified by the Grattan Institute as 

validation of its assertion that “Australia is now running a predominantly low-skill migration 

system”2 through the WHMP.  

These observations sit within a broader discussion about the extent to which temporary labour 

programs may suppress wages or drive unemployment and under-employment. To the extent 

that this is true, the authors submit that the reason for this is less about the quantity of visa 

holders and more about the impunity under which so many employers have been able to exploit 

and mistreat temporary workers. Thus, unethical employers are able to employ WHMs below 

the Award rate, thus excluding many Australian residents from the employment who are 

unwilling to work for illegally low rates of pay. 

Despite the economy’s reliance on WHMs, there has been little action to address longstanding 

problematic issues of the program. These were thoroughly documented by the FWO’s 2016 

inquiry3, which noted underpayment/non-payment of wages; coercion of visa holders to pay for 

assistance to gain a second year work rights visa; increased dependency on employers by 

WHMs to secure a second year visa; sexual harassment and workplace safety issues; and 

WHMs working for free in exchange for non-certified accommodation programs.  

                                                

1 Fair Work Ombudsman. (2016). Inquiry into the wages and conditions of people working under the 417 Working Holiday Visa 
Program, https://www.fairwork.gov.au/about-us/access-accountability-and-reporting/inquiry-reports#417-visa. 
2 Daly, J. (2019). Immigration and wage growth: Discussant paper Low Wage Growth, RBA Conference 2019, p 10, 
https://grattan.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/RBA-wages-and-migrants-as-submitted-22-July.pdf.  
3 Fair Work Ombudsman. (2016), p 4. 
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One university study4 examining wage theft amongst international students and Working Holiday 

Makers observed that the risks and costs of pursuing a remedy were unwarranted for the 

majority of workers. Of the study’s 4,322 respondents, 2,250 expressly acknowledged that they 

had been underpaid, of which 97 per cent did not seek any assistance to recoup wages. Of 

those Working Holiday Makers who were underpaid and sought assistance (4 per cent), 60 per 

cent recovered nothing and only 17 per cent recovered all of their unpaid wages.  

The authors submit that the lack of transparency, due to the absence of a WHM Employer 

Register5, and lack of regulation of the program, where recruitment largely occurs via informal 

channels, exacerbate problems and make it difficult for employees to exercise their rights or to 

know which employers are more likely to be compliant with the law.6 This has fostered an 

endemic culture of abuse, as observed by the FWO’s inquiry that:   

• unreasonable and unlawful requirements are being imposed on visa holders by 

unscrupulous businesses; 

• exploitative workforce cultures / behaviours are occurring in isolated and remote 

workplaces; and  

• employers are making unlawful deductions from visa holders’ wages, or are unlawfully 

requiring employees to spend part or all of their wages in an unreasonable manner.7 

  

                                                

4 Fassenblum, B. & Berg, L. (2018). Wage theft in silence: Why migrant workers do not recover their unpaid wages In Australia, 
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/593f6d9fe4fcb5c 458624206/t/5bd26f620d9297e70989b27a/1540517748798/Wage+theft+ 
in+Silence+Report.pdf.  
5 Treasury Laws Amendment (Working Holiday Maker Employer Register) Bill 2017, 
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary Business/Bills Legislation/bd/bd1617a/17bd088# Toc478637304. 
6 Mullins, S. (2019, June 16). Sleep with me or I rape you. ABC News. https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-16/calls-to-regulate-
backpacker-work-ahead-of-federal-visa-changes/11186178?nw=0.  
7 Fair Work Ombudsman. (2016), p4. 
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The issues of exploitation were arguably already contributing to a decrease in the WHMP. From 

1 July to 31 December 2019 compared with the same period in the previous year, there was a 

9.3 per cent reduction in the number of WHMP visa grants and an 11.4 per cent decrease in 

second visa grants.9 From 31 December 2018 to 31 December 2019, the WHMP had shrunk by 

3 per cent. 

The ease with which unscrupulous employers and operators can evade detection and continue 

to exploit WHMs and other low-skill workers not only acts to deter prospective employees—both 

migrant and Australian—from taking up work in industries like hospitality and horticulture. It also 

acts as a disincentive for those employers/operators benefiting from the system to hire workers 

who will expect to be paid the legally required wage, who are more inclined to raise grievances 

and who may not require hostel accommodation or links to employment through hostel 

operators. 

If the government’s wish is to ensure the WHMP ‘complements’ rather than ‘competes’ with 

Australian workers’ interests, it must address these longstanding issues of exploitation and 

unlawful employer behaviour. As it stands, the current conditions on the WHMP are likely to 

deter Australian workers, particularly young workers who are already facing higher rates of 

under- and non-payment in the workforce. The Committee should examine this and also what 

other barriers currently exist for Australians to seek work in certain geographic areas and 

industries that commonly face labour shortages.  

In the case of ‘Kylie’ above, when the Synod attempted to follow up her exploitation we found 

that her employer in Mildura had used a false name and we were unable to track him down. 

Kylie had no official documents from him that allowed a place of business to be identified. 

Fortunately, the Parliament has passed legislation to modernise the Australia business 

registries. There is a need to ensure that in introducing a Director Identification Number access 

to the underlying information that allows directors to be identified is not lost, including place of 

residence and date of birth. The Commonwealth Government should also introduce a publicly 

accessible beneficial ownership register, so the real owners and controllers of companies can 

be identified and held to account when WHMs and others are illegally exploited.  

  

                                                

9 Australian Government Department of Home Affairs. (2019, December 31). Working Holiday Maker visa program report. 
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/research-and-stats/files/working-holiday-report-dec-19.pdf. 
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Transparency and Accountability for WHMP Employers 

The government’s decision to repeal the WHM employer register also shields those 

employers/operators doing the wrong thing by making it difficult, if not impossible, to confirm the 

legitimacy of job advertisements. The register would have provided WHMs with the reassurance 

that employers listed were paying their taxes in compliance with the law, which is likely to 

indicate they were compliant with employment laws and legal pay rates.   

The government’s own announcement14 of WHMP reforms in 2016 stated that an employer 

register would “provide valuable data on who employs working holiday makers, what sectors 

they are engaged in and where the employers are located. The register will be made public so 

working holiday makers can check whether a prospective employer is registered.”  

National labour hire registration  

In the 2019-2020 budget the Commonwealth Government indicated that it would implement the 

recommendation of the Migrant Worker Taskforce for a National Labour Hire Registration 

Scheme.15 The commitment is a welcome measure to address exploitation of WHMs and other 

vulnerable workers by unethical labour hire businesses. To be effective the Scheme needs to 

ensure people running labour hire businesses are ‘fit and proper’, that those found to exploit 

workers are held to account and that it is an offence for a business to use a labour hire business 

that is not registered. It is the authors’ experience that the business contracting a labour hire 

business that is engaged in illegal activity is often aware of the illegal activity and have been 

willing to profit from it in the form of paying less for the labour it needs. The model shields the 

contracting business, because when law enforcement agencies pursue the labour hire business, 

that business will often phoenix and the contracting business escapes without penalty. There 

have been some noticeable exceptions in recent years, with the Fair Work Ombudsman 

pursuing the contracting business through the accessorial liability provisions of the Fair Work 

Act.   

The anecdotal experience of the Uniting Church is that the Victorian Labour Hire Licensing Act 

2018 has already been making a difference for WHMs. The congregation at Maroona in Victoria 

hold a barbeque for WHMs every Friday night during the harvest season. Prior to the Victorian 

Act being passed, WHMs stated their expectation was that they would be illegally exploited on 

farms. They would ‘put up with it to do the 88 days’ work to get the second year extension on 

their visa’.  

                                                

14 Australian Government The Treasury. (2016, September 27). Better working holiday maker tax arrangements [Media release]. 
https://ministers.treasury.gov.au/ministers/scott-morrison-2015/media-releases/better-working-holiday-maker-tax-arrangements. 
15 Australian Government. (2019). 2019–20 Budget Jobs and Small Business Overview [Budget Papers]. 
https://www.employment.gov.au/budget-2019-20#portfolio-budget-statements-2019 
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Their expectations were met. Most of the WHMs were on illegally low piece rates and only a few 

were on hourly rates. In the year following the implementation of the Act, most of the WHMs 

were on legal hourly rates or fair piece rates compliant with the Horticulture Award. The WHMs 

reported that they were now coming out to the farms to earn money to continue their travel 

around Australia.   
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, with the creation of visa extension arrangements to encourage WHMs to fill 

labour shortages, the WHMP is no longer just about bi-lateral cultural exchange; it has become 

a de facto labour program. As such, it requires greater monitoring to ensure that recruitment and 

employment conditions are to a legal standard and that employees have meaningful access to 

labour protections. We respectfully submit that it is not realistic to expect a WHM to bring wage 

claims to the FWO when they are reliant on the employer for sign-off and in such a short time 

frame. In such circumstances, the WHM has much more to lose and evidence cited earlier in 

this submission demonstrates the myriad barriers WHM face to accessing stolen wages.  

Rising rates of unemployment due to the Covid-19 pandemic mean that many Australians will 

be in search of work. It is both sensible and appropriate to encourage Australians to take up 

work in sectors dominated by migrant labour to address unemployment and the loss of migrant 

labour. However, all workers have the right to be paid a legal wage for their labour. It is not 

realistic to expect Australians to flock to industries where widespread wage theft has been 

documented without first addressing those issues. We acknowledge the Government’s efforts to 

date to address exploitation of WHMs and other migrant workers, including amendments under 

the Fair Work Amendment (Protecting Vulnerable Workers) Act 2017; however, we submit that 

more must be done to monitor conditions on the WHMP. This will be in the interest of all 

workers within Australia.  
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About Us 

The Uniting Church in Australia, Synod of Victoria and Tasmania 

The Synod of Victoria and Tasmania is part of the Uniting Church in Australia, the country’s third 

largest Christian denomination. The Uniting Church in Australia was formed in 1977, when three 

congregations – the Methodist Church of Australasia, the Presbyterian Church of Australia and 

the Congregational Union of Australia – came together. 

We are one of six Synods, comprising 600 congregations and more than 60,000 members. 

We also have 12 schools. We worship every week in more than 40 languages. Through 

worship, sharing the story of Jesus, and service in the community, we witness to the belief that 

life is most fully found in God. 

Through UnitingCare, the Uniting Church in Australia is the largest non-government provider of 

community services in Australia, employing more than 70,000 Australians. 

We have formal partnerships with 32 churches in Asia and the Pacific and have also been 

instrumental in pioneering interfaith relationships, including other Christian denominations.  

We have a strong sense of social justice and actively campaign on a range of issues, including 

the environment, modern slavery, asylum seekers, fair work and gambling. 

We have campaigned against modern slavery in seafood production and processing from 

Thailand, garment production in India, cotton production out of Uzbekistan, palm oil production 

from Malaysia and on Australian farms. 
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The Salvation Army 

The Salvation Army is an international Christian movement with a presence in 128 countries. 

Operating in Australia since 1880, The Salvation Army is one of the largest providers of social 

services and programs for people experiencing hardship, injustice and social exclusion. 

The Salvation Army Australia has a national operating budget of over $700 million and provides 

more than 1,000 social programs and activities through networks of social support services, 

community centres and churches across the country. Programs include: 

• Financial inclusion, including emergency relief. 

• Homelessness services. 

• Youth services. 

• Family and domestic violence services. 

• Alcohol, drugs and other addictions. 

• Chaplaincy. 

• Emergency and disaster response. 

• Aged care. 

• Employment services.  

• Modern Slavery 

As a mission driven organisation, The Salvation Army seeks to reduce social disadvantage and 

create a fair and harmonious society through holistic and person-centred approaches that reflect 

our mission to share the love of Jesus by: 

• Caring for people. 

• Creating faith pathways. 

• Building healthy communities. 

• Working for justice. 

We commit ourselves in prayer and practice to this land of Australia and its people, seeking 

reconciliation, unity and equity. 

Further Information 

The Salvation Army would welcome the opportunity to discuss the content of this submission 

should any further information be of assistance. Further information can be sought from 

Major Paul Hateley, National Head of Government Relations, on  or at 

government.relations@salvationarmy.org.au. 
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